Army Acquisition Workforce Members Instructions on how to have a DAU Equivalent Course listed on their Acquisition Career Record Brief (ACRB) and/or their DAU Transcript and/or ATRRS Training History

Official completed DAU courses will automatically be selected to display on your ACRB with the appropriate continuous learning points.

If you have taken a course from a University, DoD School, another Federal Agency, or from a Commercial Vendor that you believe is equivalent to a DAU course, please verify that at DAU’s Equivalency website: http://icatalog.dau.mil/learning/appgb.aspx. Course must have been taken from the listed provider during the specified timeframe in order for it be accepted as a DAU equivalent.

After verification of the course being a DAU equivalent, you may open a ticket at the following link: https://rda.altess.army.mil/camp/index.cfm?fuseaction=support.helpRequest. Select subject area “Equivalency/ Fulfillment for DAU Training”, upload your supporting documentation/completion certificates and an ACM from Workforce Management Division will update your ACRB with CAMP/CAPPMIS to reflect DAU equivalent course(s) completion.

Effective April 17 2012, records added to CAMP/CAPPMIS will post to your DAU transcript and ATRRS Training history as an equivalent or fulfillment training. This process will reoccur on a weekly basis to upload new records posted to the ACRB.

If you desire Continuous Learning Points (CLP) for equivalency training completion your supervisor must award the CLPs through your IDP and or TED as applicable for the original training.

Equivalent Training to Meet DAU Prerequisite:
If you completed a prerequisite training that is equivalent to a DAU (prerequisite) class, annotate such in the comments section of your AITAS course application. Please verify the equivalent training is accepted by DAU at http://icatalog.dau.mil/appg.aspx and is annotated either on your ATRRS training history or on your ACRB. After verification, in the comments block of the AITAS application, note the exact name of the completed equivalent training course and non DAU equivalent provider.